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INTRODUCTION
Passengers' safety is an important topic in automotive industry. The researches to provide safer automobiles began this evolution many decades ago, when the first crash tests were performed and standards requirements concerning minimum structural rigidity of vehicles in different accidents were created. This concern has been extended for other vehicles, mainly the buses, that carry many passengers and any accident represents a tragedy. Guarantee the physical integrity of the bus occupants is not a marketing differential anymore, it has became requirements ruled by standards in many countries, had been demanded by governmental councils, buses owners and even consumers.
Different standards determine the minimal bus structure rigidity according to the different kinds of accidents: frontal impact, lateral impact, rollover etc. An accident that represents a big risk for bus structures is the rollover.
Rollover is considered when the vehicle, due to a strong collision or to the loss of control after a difficult maneuver, tumbles laterally, causing large deformations to the structure, because all the vehicle weight pressures the bus lateral in its interior direction, causing several injuries to the occupants.
In this paper is applied the standard ECE R66 [1] , that determines the minimal bus structure rigidity under a rollover. This standard is not required by Brazilian law yet; however the national bus body manufacturers are already familiar with this regulation due to bus exportations for several countries where it is demanded.
One of the most important criteria searched in projects of structures submitted to impact loads is the crashworthiness: the capability of a vehicle to absorb the crash kinetic energy and provide adequate protection to the vehicle occupants in an accident. However, a crashworthiness structural project is a hard task, the project decisions being not obvious as to how sufficiently rigid a structure must be in some regions in order to prevent the collapse of the passenger compartment and still allowing large deformations without breaking in another regions, in its way to absorbing the kinetic energy during the impact, as described in Ambrósio [2, 3] .
Increasing the vehicle safety implies in projecting a more robust structure, either increasing the geometrical properties of its parts, either using nobler materials or adding reinforcements to the structure. Normally, more robust projects cause increase of mass, consumption and price of the vehicle.
The concern regarding prevention of the environment is also an important subject that must be evaluated in the development of a vehicle. Not only the public opinion is arguing this problem, rigid regulations have been applied to reduce the emission of pollutant gases. Today, Europe is applying standard EURO5 [4] , and, in 2012, Brazil will also begin to require this standard.
Another important topic to be evaluated during the development of a bus project is the interest of a person who purchases a bus. A bus owner, when investing its money in a bus, always aims to get profits on this investment. A project, to be competitive in the market, must carry more passengers and weight, to consume less fuel, have high durability of its components and have the price, at least, equal of the competitors.
Thus, the competitiveness of the product in the market, the preservation of the environment and the financial return of the vehicle demand, among other things, reduction of the vehicle mass. Otherwise, increasing the vehicle safety to improve its structural rigidity, normally causes increase of the mass.
In this context, this paper aims to study the behavior of the bus under rollover, developing a simplified numerical model. Then, using this numerical model, propose a methodology of structural optimization of the bus under rollover.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
COLLAPSE OF THIN-WALLED TUBES -The methodology applied to the bus model was originally proposed by Ambrósio [2, 3] , Hamza & Saitou [5, 6, 7, 8] and Abramowicz [9, 10] , and consists of simplified models formed by masses and springs (spherical and translational joints) connected by elastic-plastic beams (flexible or rigid), which allows us to evaluate a beam structure behavior on a impact test.
Before detailing the methodology referred to above, it is important to describe the two collapse modes of thinwalled structures during a crash: crushing and bending (Hamza & Saitou [5, 6, 7, 8] ). Crushing occurs when the main load upon the member is acting on axial direction and exceeds the buckling load in any portion of the member. The structural member deforms faster on axial direction while its mechanical rigidity falls because of material plastic deformation and growing of geometrical imperfections or distortions. The bending collapse occurs when the bending moment on the structural member causes a load on the compression side of the thin-walled section that exceeds the buckling load. In this paper only bending collapse is studied, because it's the collapse mode of the bus structure members in a rollover.
To elaborate a simplified methodology to simulate the structural behavior of members under impact, applied in beginning phases of projects or objecting structural optimization, analytical models have been developed to obtain fast estimations of thin-walled structures deformations and collapse modes. Kim & Wierzbicki [11] proposed that the crushing on the collapse local could be modeled using the concept of "superbeam element". The concept of "superbeam element" is basically an extension of the plastic hinge generalized concept. This hinge is characterized by its reference length 2H, which corresponds to the typical length of a crushing wave in a progressive collapse. A "superbeam element" can be considered as a simple spring, with properties that represent structure collapse characteristics.
The reaction to crushing for each fold is described by flexible cells with height equal to the length of a crushing wave 2H (Figure 1) . Two flexible cells separated by an elastic-plastic beam form a "superbeam element" (Abramowicz [10] ). Just flexible cells, at the limit, can form a beam, in this case, the intermediate beams are eliminated and the maximum discretization allowable is obtained, as a function of the cell height 2H and the tube length.
Another variation of this kind of analysis is presented by Ambrósio [2, 3] , who has described the behavior of multibody systems. Ambrósio [2, 3] considers a multibody system as a collection of rigid and flexible bodies joined together by kinematic joints (spherical and translational joints and springs). These systems are complex assemblies of mechanical and structural subsystems with different purposes regarding project and mechanical behavior. Structures behave as multibodies systems because of large rotations or because they develop determined deformation mechanisms, as is the case with applications of crashworthiness. Based on rigid bodies dynamic a deformation system can be described using springdamper elements. To reach these aims, multibodies systems have been used, combining beams with kinetic joints. The main advantage of this methodology is the low number of parameters required to describe the structural behavior. Figure 1 : Concept of "superbeam element", Abramowicz [10] .
The presence of the kinematic joints restricts the relative motion between adjacent bodies reducing the number of degrees of freedom of the system. For instance, the number of relative degrees of freedom between two bodies connected by spherical joints is three. For revolute joints the number of relative degrees of freedom is one. The characteristics of spring-damper system that describes the nonlinear joints properties are obtained by experimental tests of the components, simulations using finite element method considering physical and geometrical nonlinearity or simplified analytical methods. A bending plastic hinge, for instance, has its spring rigidity expressed as a function of the relative angle change between two adjacent bodies connected by the plastic hinge, as shown on Figure 2 . The typical constitutive law bending moment versus angle shown on Figure 2 is found by testing a bar under flexion. The appearance of this curve will change in accordance with shape and dimensions of the transversal section, elasticvisco-plastic characteristic of the material and iteration among the applied loads.
BUS STRUCTURE GEOMETRY -This subsection is dedicated to show some bus constructive details and to explain the names used along the paper to describe the locals where the studies were performed. Structural rings, connected by longitudinal bars, form the bus structure basically. The bus structure assemblies are shown on Figure 3 , where was also indicated the structural unions studied in detail to determine the locals of plastic hinges formations. STANDARD ECE R66 [1] -This standard determines the minimal structure rigidity of the bus in a lateral rollover. In the standard four ways to determine this minimal rigidity are presented: (I) rollover experimental test of the complete bus body, (II) rollover experimental test of one or more bus body sections, representing the complete vehicle, (III) pendulum experimental test of one or more bus body sections and (IV) the rigidity structural verification applying a calculus method. As discussed in Ambrósio, Pereira & Silva [2] , the analysis of bus sections may differ in important points in comparison with the complete bus analysis: the angle of impact is artificial and not related to the bus being tested, the ground effect is neglected, the mass effect of the body section and the height of its centre of gravity does not play any role during the pendulum test, the anchorage of the body bay for pendulum test can change the whole deformation and energy absorption process. To avoid the problems observed was decided to simulate the rollover of the complete bus structure. Figure 4 shows a schematic illustration of the bus rollover experimental test proposed by standard ECE R66 [1] . The vehicle should be elevated by a platform that rotates it with low angular velocity (it must not exceed 5 degrees per second), until it rolls due to gravity 
DETERMINATION OF PLASTIC HINGES
Intending to use a simplified model to simulate the bus rollover, the numerical model of the complete bus is a multibody system formed by a combination of flexible elements (elastic or elastic-plastic components) and rigid elements, being these last ones joined with plastic hinges (Ambrósio [3] ). There is two ways to define the plastic hinges characteristics: experimental tests or numerical simulation.
Initially, all the locations where the structure could collapse as a plastic hinge were determined. According to Ambrósio, Pereira & Silva [2] , the position of the plastic hinges should be determined by engineering decision, and they can be placed on the structural rings.
Having the same outside contour and same loading direction but different construction of bus safety rings, the location and the form of the plastic hinge can be very different.
In this section, the methodology applied to determine the plastic hinge properties of the Lateral-Base Union ( Figure 3 ) is presented. The same method was used to determine the other plastic hinges properties of the bus body. Numerical and experimental methods were applied to validate the methodology. Preliminary studies, applying the same methodology, were presented in Tech, Iturrioz & Meira Júnior [12] .
METHOD I: EXPERIMENTAL METHOD -The first method used to determine the positions and characteristic curves of the plastic hinges in this paper is through experimental tests. With this purpose, structural unions were built with the same geometrical properties, materials and welding parameters of the bus structure, it means, structural unions exactly the same of the bus body structure. The steel used in the structural unions has the following mechanical properties: It is also necessary to adjust the boundary conditions of the samples to obtain the union structure deformation equal as if it would be constructed in the vehicle during rollover. For the presented case here, the lateral-base union, the tubes of the vehicle base were rigid fixed to the test structure ( Figure 6 ), because the base structure of the vehicle does not deform during rollover, being considered rigid. To deform the sample, a quasi-static load is applied. The point of load application must be distant of the possible portions of plastic hinges formations.
Residual Space (All dimensions in mm)
Residual space structure fixed on the vehicle base In the test of Figure 6 , the column between windows is pulled in the interior direction of the vehicle, being the load applied on the superior extremity of the sample. It is very important that the load remains, during the complete test, on perpendicular direction of the sample, because, this ways, the load will cause a bending moment on the point of plastic hinge formation. This condition of load application is guaranteed by an intermediate fixation among the load application point, the load cell and the rigid base of the test structure.
A load cell measures the normal load applied during the test. This load multiplies by the distance between load application point and plastic hinge formation (measured after the test), gives the bending moment values. An inclinometer, positioned on the superior extremity of the sample, gives the rotation angle during deformation. Acquiring these two data along time, the curve (bending moment versus rotation angle) of the plastic hinge is defined.
At least two samples are requested to define each structural union, because there are two directions of deformation during a rollover, interior direction of the vehicle (as in the test of Figure 6 ) and exterior direction of the vehicle. With this procedure, the complete curve of the plastic hinge is defined (negative and positive directions), being possible to represent the large deformations on both sides of the bus under rollover.
METHOD II: NUMERICAL METHOD (FEM) -The second method used to define the positions and characteristic curves of the plastic hinges is numerical simulation, through the Finite Elements Method. In this case, structural unions, equal to the samples of experimental tests previously described, are modeled. Then, numerical simulations of the experimental tests are performed, applying the same conditions of loads and boundaries.
The geometrical models are constructed in software SolidWorks [13] . The welded details of the structure are simplified and it is completed shaped using surfaces, as the structure is formed by thin-walled tubes and thinwalled sheets, the thicknesses are eliminated and added as geometrical properties in the pre-processing of the Finite Elements analysis. After the structural union model is finished, this model is imported in software Ansys/Ls-Dyna [14] and the pre-processing begins.
The geometrical model is constructed with surfaces to simplify the numerical model and shell elements are used. The selected element is "SHELL163" (Ansys/LsDyna [14] ), used on dynamic analysis with explicit formulation. This is a thin shell element, being formed by four nodes with six degrees of freedom per node (displacements and rotations in x, y and z). Both inplane and normal loads are permitted.
The material applied is "BISO": bilinear isotropic hardening (Ansys/Ls-Dyna [14] ). This material uses Von Mises criteria coupled with isotropic hardening of the material. The material behavior is described by a bilinear stress-strain curve, beginning at the origin with positive values of stress and strains. Is known that the maximum deformations obtained in these tests do not break the samples, so, is unnecessary to define a material failure criteria. The material applied in the structural unions' numerical models has the following mechanical properties: Defined the characteristics parameters of geometry and material, the mesh of finite elements is created. The mean size of the element applied is 10mm (size of each lateral of a square element). The mesh generated by software Ansys/Ls-Dyna [14] for lateral-base union simulation is shown on Figure 7 . To have an idea of the complexity of these studies, this numerical model has 8202 elements, formed by 8171 nodes and a total of 49026 degrees of freedom. To apply the prescribed displacement on the superior extremity of the column between windows, several methods were tested, but the one that presented better results is to create a rigid surface (Zoom 2 of Figure 7 ) and to apply a quasi-static displacement on that surface. It is also needed to define contact between the rigid surface and the structural union. This surface collides with the structural union and pulls it slowly, causing the displacement on desired location.
RESULTS -Two samples that represent the same structural union of the vehicle ( Figure 6 ) were tested, however with different projects. The two samples are constructed with identical tubes, the difference is that one of them has two external reinforcements under the windows beam, being this sample called ULB2F, while the second sample has two external and more two internal reinforcements, being called sample ULB4F.
Both samples' projects tested are shown on Figure 8 . Figure 8 : Samples' projects tested to define plastic hinges of lateral-base union ULB2F e ULB4F. Figure 9 shows the final deformed configuration of sample ULB2F. Compared the experimental and numerical results is possible to observe good correlation between the final deformed configurations. Approaching to the region of plastic hinge formation is also possible to observe the similarity between numerical and experimental results.
The same procedure is applied to the sample ULB4F. Figure 10 shows the final deformed configuration of sample ULB4F. One more time the mechanical behaviors obtained in experimental test and in numerical simulation are very similar. These results prove that the numerical method used to define the plastic hinges characteristics have very good correlation with the experimental results. Figure 9 : Final deformed configuration of sample ULB2F.
Numerical Experimental

Figure 10: Final deformed configuration of sample ULB4F.
The plastic hinges' curves obtained experimentally and numerically are shown on Figure 11 . In sample ULB4F the plastic hinge is more resistant and stable until the end of the analysis. This stability allows that the numerical results be very similar with experimental results. All the structural unions used in the bus project presents this mechanical stability until 20 degrees of rotation, because they represent a more robust and optimized project.
The sample ULB2F, after achieve the maximum value of mechanical resistance, has a fast decline of its mechanical resistance, presenting great instability. This kind of structure was used only for calibration of the numerical model, because a bus with a structural union similar to ULB2F would not be approved in rollover test described in ECE R66 [1] . The calibration of the numerical model has proved the results obtained with the model are acceptable. Therefore, all the plastic hinges of the bus body have been determined using the same methodology, although for these cases, only numerical simulation has been used in order to obtain the curves bending moment versus rotation angle of the plastic hinges.
SIMULATION OF BUS ROLLOVER
METHODOLOGY -The numerical model of the complete bus is formed by explicit beam elements "BEAM161" (Ansys/Ls-Dyna [14] ). The formulation applied is based on Hughes-Liu with cross section integration, the element has two nodes and six degrees of freedom per node (displacements and rotations in x, y and z). Large displacements and strains are considered.
Beam elements are used because they represent the mechanical behavior of the bus rollover very well and considerably reduce the complexity of the analysis.
The material of the tubes, represented by the beam elements, has the same bilinear isotropic with hardening used to model the structural unions described previously. It is important to mention that the material applied does not consider the strain rate effects, because the strain rates of the material of the bus structure during the rollover are considered low and, for this case studied, this effect is not considered.
The beam elements model does not demands a refined mesh as the shell elements model developed previously. The mean size of the element applied in the complete bus structure is 50mm and the model has 9547 elements, formed by 18500 nodes with 111000 degrees of freedom ( Figure 12 ). To consider the localized large plastic deformations, plastic hinges are created in the regions defined through the numerical simulations and experimental tests of the structural unions (Figure 12 ). In the numerical model, two elastic-plastic elements are modified as rigid and, between the two coincident nodes in the common point of the bodies, a spherical joint is created. The spherical joint is used because this is the joint that better represents the deformation presented on the structural unions' studies.
Another very important point to the analysis is the determination of the masses distribution, because the analysis results are greatly influenced by the position of the bus centre of gravity. To validate the study, it is necessary for the model centre of gravity to be in the same position of the real bus centre of gravity. The masses have been distributed in the model in two ways: concentrated masses and sharing the masses along the bus body beams. The concentrated masses represents components like seats, air conditioning, fuel tank etc., they were connected to the model using rigid elements (Figure 12) , that represent the real unions. The other components fixed on the bus structure are represented by distributing their masses on the beams to which they are attached; for instance, the bus floor is represented adding it respectively mass along the bus body base assembly.
The ground was represented by thin shell elements with rigid material. Contact was implemented between the ground surface and all nodes of the bus body mesh. Rigid elements were also added to the model to illustrate the instantaneous position of the residual survival space.
The simulation begins at the moment of the impact, the instant when the bus roof touch the ground after rollover, being this instant t = 0ms. The vehicle initial velocity is obtained through cinematic rigid body calculation, acceleration gravity being the only external load during the whole analysis. This methodology of bus rollover simulations was preliminary developed in Tech, Iturrioz & Meira Júnior [12] .
RESULTS -Now the original project's results are evaluated. In this project, all the tubes used to build the bus laterals have the dimensions of: 60x40x6.5mm (width x height x thickness). Figure 13 shows the maximum deformed configuration of the bus structure during rollover.
As already mention in this paper, the standard ECE R66 [1] considers that the bus does not exceed the minimal rigidity demanded, if none of the deformed parts of the vehicle invade the residual space. According to this principle, is possible to determine that, in the moment of maximum deformation of the structure, the minimum distance between the bus structure and the residual space can be a value used to evaluate the capacity of the structure to deform itself and protect the passengers. Then, to consider a project dimensioned to support rollover extreme efforts, this distance must always be above zero. Otherwise, the project should be discarded. In the original project's rollover simulation, the minimum distance (DM) between the bus structure and the residual space is 6,01mm, being the same distance measured in two points of the deformed structure: in seventh and ninth structural ring ( Figure 14) . Thus, is possible to conclude that the original project easily fulfill the requirements of the standard ECE R66 [1] , allowing the possibility of structural optimization. The total mass of the vehicle is 11604.40 kg, this parameter is the focus of reduction during the optimization process.
STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION OF THE BUS
PROJECT VARIABLES -To increase or reduce the mechanical resistance of the bus structure under rollover, the geometrical or mechanical properties of the tubes used to build the bus lateral and roof should be changed. In the project developed here, the tubes of the bus roof are not modified during the analysis. The mechanical properties of the tubes used to build the bus laterals are also unchanged, being the same steel applied in all the components of the bus structure.
Then, the dimensions of the tubes used in the bus lateral are the variables of the optimization process, always using the same tube dimensions to build a structural ring. This was a premise to facilitate the bus fabrication and to reduce the number of project variables; however there would not be a problem to develop a project with all components independent. As the bus has nine structural rings, the optimization process has nine variables. In Figure 15 are presented the tubes used as project variables for structural optimization of the bus rollover.
The bus model has 34 plastic hinges, being 18 in lateralbase unions and 16 in lateral-roof unions ( Figure 15 ). The geometry of the unions were designed to always have the plastic hinge formed in the same local, independent of the bus configuration created during the optimization process. METHODOLOGY -Two objective functions were applied in structural optimizations of the vehicles that fulfill the resistance requirements of the standard ECE R66 [1] . The first is shown on Equation (1), this function evaluates only one characteristic of the individuals from a population: the total mass. Observing this objective function and the penalty applied, is concluded that this optimization process aims to minimize the mass of the structure, however the vehicle continues being approved on rollover resistance conditions. Both factors are related, because to increase the structure's capacity of energy absorption, more robust tubes are used on its construction, causing increase of the structure mass too.
where f is the objective function and MT is the total mass of the complete vehicle.
The second objective function used, relates the search for mass reduction with the increase of the vehicle's mechanical resistance. These objectives are opposite, thus, to determine this equilibrium is the key to define a objective function for this multiobjective analysis.
The first variable of the problem is pretty clear and is the same used in the first analysis, the total mass of the vehicle (MT). The second variable used in the objective function represents the vehicle's rollover mechanical resistance. This variable is used to define if the vehicle fulfills the requirements of standard ECE R66 [1] : the minimum distance (DM) between the bus structure and the residual space. The penalty imposed to a project in case of DM ≤ 0 is still used, but, in this multiobjective analysis, the parameter is included in objective function, and the goal is to maximize it.
Defined the parameters and goals for the multiobjective analysis, Equation (2) shows the objective function applied. The constants C DM and C MT are related with physical parameters, as will be presented, while C POS is a positive value to avoid that f becomes negative. For the multiobjective analysis performed is considered C POS = 100.
where f is the objective function, DM is the minimum distance between the bus structure and the residual space, MT is the total mass of the complete vehicle and C DM , C MT and C POS are constants.
The second portion of Equation (2), C MT -MT, represents the mass of the vehicle in the objective function. Is considered C MT = 11525,00kg for the multiobjective analysis in this paper, trying to achieve this total mass for the optimized bus.
The first portion of Equation (2), DM * C DM , represents the rollover mechanical resistance of the vehicle in the objective function. In this portion is the key to relate the two physical parameters applied in this optimization process. The value of C DM represents how much weight the engineer intends to add in bus structure to increase its safety during a rollover. For example, C DM =5 means that the engineer intend to increase until 5kg in mass of the vehicle to increase 1mm in distance between the deformed bus structure and the residual space. Two optimization processes are accomplished: the first with C DM =5 and the second with C DM =10.
The Genetic Algorithm used in the structural optimization processes was proposed by Belegundu & Chandrupatla [15] . Some modifications were accomplished in the algorithm for applications proposed in this paper. Table  1 shows the parameters used in the Genetic Algorithm. Four different optimization processes were performed for each objective function, with initial populations different and randomly created. Figure 16 and numerically on Table 2 . The configurations of the projects are presented in the nine columns groups of the graphic, that represent the thicknesses of the tubes used in each structural ring of the vehicle (AE1 until AE9). The next two columns groups represent, respectively, the minimum distance between the bus structure and the residual space (DM) and the total mass of the vehicle (MT). Evaluating the Figure 16 , the first conclusion is that all optimizations processes applied the minimum thickness possible (4mm) in Structural Ring 2 (AE2). This structural ring is formed by the door columns, which tubes are bended and welded in front columns of the Structural Ring 1 (AE1). Figure 17 shows the front portion of the vehicle.
With this construction, Structural Ring 2 has only two plastic hinges in lateral-base union (R5 and R6 of Figure  17 ), because this structural hinge does not have localized large plastic deformations on superior extremity of the columns. All the others structural rings have four plastic hinges, for example, Structural Ring 3 (AE3) of Figure 17 has the showed plastic hinges: R7, R8, R9 and R10. With only two plastic hinges, the influence of AE2 in the global mechanical rigidity of the vehicle is inferior; being the mass of this structural ring, practically equal if compared to any other structural ring. This fact explains why all the different optimizations processes applied the minimum thickness to this structural ring. Another characteristic observed in all the optimized projects with three different objective functions is about the Structural Ring 9, the last structural ring of the vehicle. All optimization processes applied the minimum thickness (4mm) to this structural ring, as occurred in Structural Ring 2. Analyzing these results is possible to conclude that, for the specific configuration of the bus studied, improving the geometric properties of the intermediate structural rings is the best option to increase the mechanical resistance of the bus with lower gain of its weight.
The project generated by the multiobjective function with C DM =10 has several differences if compared with the other two optimized projects, being applied in all its tubes of structural rings, thicknesses equal or bigger that the other projects. The reason is that the multiobjective function with C DM =10 prioritizes the safety during a rollover of the vehicle instead of its total mass.
CONCLUSION
In this paper is presented a methodology to analyze the behaviors of bus structures during a rollover. The proposal of numerical model is formed by rigid beam elements joined by plastic hinges characterized experimentally and numerically with complex models. This numerical model developed is used to optimize the bus structure under extreme loads of rollover. During this work, the following conclusions were found:
• The methodology used to characterization of the plastic hinges is adequate. A very good correlation between experimental and numerical results was reached.
• The numerical simulation of the first proposal of the bus project showed that this project fulfilled the requirements of minimum structural resistance described in the standard ECE R66 [1] . • Evaluating the numerical simulations results, can be concluded that the optimization methodology, in combination with the numerical model of the bus rollover, is a very helpful tool that can be used by engineers and designers during the development of a bus project in rollover applications.
